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Beyond Identity and Critique abstracts 

 

Beyond Identity and Critique (I): “Nietzsche and Beyond” 

Chair: Benoit Dillet 

Thursday 9:45-11:15 ABG024  

 

Otherwise than Ontotheophysiology: Last Fifty Years’ Recoveries of Nietzsche as a 

Threefold Opening beyond Greek, Christian and Naturalistic Metaphysics 

Riccardo Baldissone 

 

The subordination of theoretical practices to their own products is the common feature of 

most Western thought. Classical ontology, medieval theology and modern naturalism 

constructed their objects – forms and being, god, and nature respectively – whilst at the 

same time erasing the processes of construction of these very objects. Heidegger used the 

word ontotheology to underline the commonalities between such theoretical products. 

Nevertheless, whilst Heidegger turned this Kantian term into a description of the 

metaphysical double concern with theós, god or ultimate reality, and onta, beings, I would 

rather read it as a genealogical depiction of the shift from classical ontology, which was 

centred on being, to theology, which was centred on the Christian god. Moreover, to 

complete the genealogical lineage I would add a reference to phýsis, that is nature in Greek, 

as an indicator of the modern concern with nature. Hence, I would here reiterate my 

proposal of the term ontotheophysiology as a portrayal of Western metaphysics that 

summarizes its major recastings. This proposal resonates with last fifty years’ various 

recoveries of Nietzschean thought. In particular, Nietzsche’s construction of Western 

philosophy as a series of recastings of Platonic metaphysics oriented the theoretical work of 

key authors such as Deleuze, Foucault, Derrida and Latour. We may render the similarities 

between these endeavours as the joint construction of a theoretical region where the logic of 

identity is productively challenged by reframing conceptual entities in terms of processes and 

differential relations. Moreover, these Nietzsche-inspired approaches do not simply replace 

rigid conceptual structures with more flexible ones, but they challenge the very framework of 

representation. Hence, they do not only invite us to radically transform the objects of 

theoretical activities, but they also acknowledge that these very objects, however construed, 

should not be severed from the practices of their production. As this acknowledgment also 

shifts the theoretical focus from the objects of knowledge to their processes of production, it 

bypasses critique’s claim of a less obstructed view of its objects, and it opens towards a 

multiplicity of theoretical practices, which do not necessarily have to converge towards the 

best possible representation of things. More importantly, by going beyond the boundaries of 

representation, we are allowed to construct modern philosophical and scientific naturalism 

as repeating classical ontology and theology’s attempts to reveal how things stand. By 

claiming instead the performativity of theoretical practices we can construct a way out of the 
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ontotheophysiological horizon through our immediate engagement in the manufacturing of 

realities. 

 

Between Immunity and Enhancement: The (Im)Mortal Graft. 

Elina Staikou 

 

The proposed paper will explore the theme of the graft in Derrida's thought and beyond in 

the work of Esposito and Stiegler. It will show how the graft solicits dilemmas that have 

approached from two broad but opposed points of view: immunity and enhancement. The 

two positions will be introduced and placed in a wider philosophical and biomedical context 

and some of the implications for finitude and infinitude that are becoming increasingly 

evident will be reviewed and criticised. 

 

- Work to be Done in the Heart of Darkness: Joseph Conrad and the Loosening of the 

Dialectics of Enlightenment 

Marta Olesik 

 

Dialectic of Enlightenment formulates the basic premise of identity/critique paradigm: 

modern society driven by negativity is identical with the blind necessity of myth. This identity 

is reproduced on the level of particular phenomena, so universal critique is required to purge 

them all and gain a messianic double negation of identity. This critique, however, proves to 

be futile as every negation is caught in the vicious cycle of identity with myth. Basing on the 

text of Heart of Darkness, I would like to show that this supposed balance can be 

destabilised, permitting individuals to escape the futility of critique. Conrad shows the circuit 

modernity-myth (represented by Kurtz) cracking open where work (the domain of Marlowe) 

is concerned. The understanding of work he proposes is promising, as he does not build it 

on the alienation-reappropriation scheme. It is not productivity bought with reification, but 

routine, a form of creative repetition loosening the thick thread of the identity of identity and 

negation. It is a finite activity, clinging to this finitude which permits it to wriggle between the 

overlapping infinities of idealism (being the effective principle of modern society) and 

mythical violence of fate, a narrow escape between these mutually reinforcing shapes of 

power. I would like to show this notion of work as an alternative to/complement of the 

concept of difference used when breaking with the identity/critique paradigm.  
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Beyond Identity and Critique (II): “Foucault, Deleuze, Stiegler” 

Chair: Elina Staikou 

Thursday 15:45-17:15 WIN 0-02 

 

Displacing the Subject : Foucault, Veyne and Deleuze  

Johan Gustafsson 

 

In the wake of Kantian philosophy, something like the modern dichotomy of subject and 

object stabilized. At the turn of the twentieth century, the dichotomy was absorbed into 

phenomenology, which came to be understood by Husserl as a science describing the 

functioning of the transcendental subject “in the constitution of the world.” The following 

decades would see many attempts at displacing this conception of the subject. If there was 

one approach, Foucault wrote, that he rejected, it was “the phenomenological approach,” 

which gives a constitutive role to the knowing subject. Historical analysis should instead be 

subjected to “a theory of discursive practice.” In Foucault’s work, the knowing subject is thus 

replaced with “practices” or “apparatuses” that constitute subjects.  

In this “nominalist” critique, the categories of subject and object are retained only as part of a 

framework for the analysis of practices. There is a tendency, though, in some interpreters of 

Foucault, to read the conceptual framework of discursive analysis as revealing a new form of 

universal mechanism for the constitution of subjects in historical space. The works of Paul 

Veyne and Gilles Deleuze are used to exemplify this tendency, and it is shown how their 

readings give rise to a new form of universalist perspective, which is as much a 

metaphysical fiction as that which it was meant to replace. This perspective emerges out of 

the disengagement of Foucault’s conceptual framework from the historical analysis that it 

was designed to serve. 

 

Michel Foucault: Aesthetics of Existence as Critique 

Mario Horta 

 

In my presentation I shall argue that Michel Foucault’s aesthetic of existence has to be 

understood out of the critical attitude fundamental to his earlier work. Foucault’s critique is 

motivated by the imperative to be at the limit and it is this demand which relates his aesthetic 

of existence to an attitude limite (Foucault 1984).  

This relation between aesthetic of existence and critique becomes evident in regard to one 

of the fundamental aspects of the aesthetic of existence, the demand that a person’s life 

should be considered as a work of art (see for example Foucault 1991). I argue that this idea 
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of life as a work of art is closely related to Foucault’s elaboration of the concept of the work 

in his definition of madness as the absence of a work (Foucault 1964).  

I will show that his definition becomes intelligible through Deleuze’s interpretation of 

Foucault’s aesthetical self-constitution as the folding of the outside (Deleuze 1986). In the 

critical practice of folding, in the constant confrontation with the outside the aesthetic of 

existence becomes a critique and a transgressive practice. Using Deleuze’s analysis of 

Foucault’s Greek ethics as a fold, I shall argue, that it is this folding which constantly 

operates at the limit turns the auto-affection of the aesthetics of existence into a critique.  

 

The Urstaat and the Internation: For an International Positive Pharmacology 

Benoît Dillet  

 

Now that we live in a deterritorialised world, the challenge is to do justice to the shift from a 

representational reality to a processual reality. This ‘doing justice to’ is not only to accept the 

network-based production of knowledge and value but to give new tools to organise this 

reality without falling back onto predetermined structures and schemes. This new way of 

organising reality has been called by Stiegler a ‘positive pharmacology’. In this paper, I 

would like to start from Deleuze and Guattari’s Urstaat hypothesis from Anti-Oedipus and A 

Thousand Plateaus, to lay out a new ground for a state to come, that is beyond identity and 

critique – neither a ‘war machine’ that constantly escapes and always flows nor a despotic 

state apparatus that absorbs all things into its axiomatics. Can we think positively the state in 

Deleuze and Guattari? And if so, what resources do we have in their text (as well as 

Foucault’s Birth of Biopolitics) to respond to the current general privatisation of all public 

powers? Finally, how does Deleuze and Guattari’s state theory fit with Stiegler’s 

conceptualisation of the ‘internation’ (Stiegler 2012)? 

Deleuze and Guattari’s analysis of Asian state formation in the third section Marx’s 

Grundrisse, allows them to understand and raise the problem of the relation between the 

state formation and a specific mode of production (for Marx, it was the agricultural 

production). By contesting the evolutionist schema present in theories of the origin of the 

state, by reaffirming the importance of the question of the Asian mode of production in Marx 

and by challenging certain results of ethnological studies (especially Clastres), Deleuze and 

Guattari can provide us tools and ideas to think the state today in an age of generalised 

proletarianisation and financialisation. 
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Beyond Identity and Critique (III): “Productive Philosophies” 

Chair: Riccardo Baldissone 

Friday 14:00-15:30 WIN 0-03 

 

Against Teleological Determinism: Simondon’s Political Epistemology 

Andrea Bardin 

 

Simondon’s philosophy of individuation criticises both substantialism and relationism; the 

former maintains the primacy of identities, while the latter dissolves being into a complex 

system of relations. Simondon’s encyclopaedic project, moreover, allows his conceptual 

tools to be deployed in different fields, for example in political theory; this has been 

attempted by many interpreters by focusing on socio-political processes in the light of what 

Simondon termed the ‘transindividual.’ Pursuing a similar line of thought, my presentation 

will underline how Simondon’s epistemology entails the parallel refusal of two apparently 

opposed views on physical, biological, psychical and social processes: determinism and 

indeterminism. From this position I believe a conjoint critique of the teleological grounds of 

fascism and technocracy can be derived. On the one hand ontological indeterminism frees 

political voluntarism from its ties to reality, thus instituting an unconditioned domain of pure 

political will and its objectives. On the other hand ontological determinism is an ideology that, 

apparently depriving teleology of any possible significance, in fact restrains any political 

project to the calculable conditions of possibility that underlie it and therefore to the definition 

of predetermined goals. Simondon’s epistemological critique of the ideological assumption of 

determinism and/or indeterminism opens up a field for political invention, continuing 

Canguilhem’s attack on the myth of self-regulatory processes, both biological and political. 

My presentation will suggest that political invention can be conceived as the process of 

experimentation within which finality emerges as the result of a political struggle in the 

ideological domain; this occurs through the practical and theoretical construction of the 

political field and of the identities of its actors. 

 

Modes of Invention: Whitehead, Speculative Thinking and the Stubbornness of 

Objects 

Martin Savransky 

 

The neo-Nietszchean metamorphosis that has increasingly characterised the becoming of 

continental thinking over the last fifty years could be perhaps partially described as a shift in 

our patterns of concern – a shift from the Kantian cage of representations, subjective 

standpoints and self-enclosed identities to a concern for a multiple world constituted by 

patterns of movement, process, flow and transformation. In recent decades, the calls for 
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attentions to such processes and the celebration of a form of affirmative and relational 

thinking that would accompany them has become ubiquitous both within the humanities and 

the social sciences. Relations, they suggest, are what matters and what we need to be able 

to account for. In this paper, I will argue that while Alfred North Whitehead is oftentimes 

mentioned as one of the founding fathers of such pattern-shift, his own challenge, following 

William James, was not of a movement from ‘beings’ to ‘relations’ but of a form of 

speculative thinking that would conceive of the latter as being as real as the former so that 

everything given in experience (both things and relations), everything that demands our 

attention, could be properly addressed. In this sense, my contention is that the much 

overlooked notion of ‘object’ and their stubbornness as seminal moments in the 

Whiteheadian account of process play not only a metaphysical but an ethico-political role 

that provokes a kind of constrained constructivism that I will call ‘invention’ and which must, 

if it is to become relevant, ask how the object obligates us to think. Such obligation, I argue, 

opens up a cosmopolitics of thinking as the challenge of thinking before those concerned. 

 

Monadology 

Theo Lorenc  

 

In recent years the idea of monadology has been widely discussed as an approach to 

questions of ontology and of social-scientific method, particularly as a result of the 

rediscovery of the work of Gabriel Tarde by thinkers such as Latour and Lazzarato (and, less 

explicitly, Deleuze). This paper argues for the distinctiveness of monadology as an 

ontological concept within Continental philosophy and in a broader historical context, and for 

its potential value in illuminating the conditions of possibility of critique. 

The paper begins by sketching out the basic ideas of monadological ontology, focusing on 

two structural principles. The principle of perspective holds that the identity of each thing 

consists in its reflection of the whole, and that this mutual inter-reflection is the basic 

ontological reality; the principle of plenitude (or anti-parsimony), that the ontological space is 

densely filled, and that each perspective is complete in its kind (these can be thought of as, 

respectively, the transformation of substance into relation and vice versa). 

These structures induce an abyssal verticality which stands in contrast to ‘flat’ ontologies of 

immanence. As the history of monadology within Western thought suggests, this verticality 

overflows as a critical moment within Platonism itself, bypassing the Nietzschean 

confrontation. Monadological perspectivism’s intertwining of the ontological and the 

epistemic also provides a novel account of the ethics of knowledge, based on reversibility 

rather than reflexivity or reciprocity. This reversibility calls into question the grounding of 

critique in a denial of the drive towards totality. 
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